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MISSION
To improve lives in lasting ways by
advancing integrated, locally driven
solutions for human development.
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FHI 360’s US Middle Grades Programs


Provided direct service in 15 states (and the District of
Columbia) in urban, suburban and rural districts.



Over 460 schools, including intensive engagements with 110
schools and their school districts (nearly 40,000 middlegrades students).



National policy and TA support for the U.S. Department of
Education
Key strategies:



– Build the capacity of teachers and school leaders and support teacher
teaming and collaboration
– Use data to: track individual and cohorts of students; develop a
system of targeted supports and interventions
– Improve instruction

The Early Indicator Research
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What is the trouble with dropping-out?
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Poverty
Incarceration

Teen pregnancy
Unemployment

Growing mismatch between
skills and local markets

Luckily, we can listen to the signals!
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High school dropouts
often start sending
out distress signals in
the middle grades.
Many as early as 6th
grade!

Early Warning Indicators: The ABCs
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B
A
Student attends
school less than 80% of
the time

Student receives a low
final behavior grade
from a teacher

C
Student receives failing

course grade in
math or literacy

Robert Balfanz and his colleagues found that more than half of sixth graders
that met any of these criteria eventually left school. Balfanz & Herzog, 2005

What does the indicator research tell us?
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• The convergence of adolescence and the
challenges of living in high poverty communities
work together to impact student disengagement.
• 6th graders who are often absent from school,
display poor behavior, or fail math or English
– Become 9th grade repeaters
– Have no more than a:

• 10% chance of graduating HS on time
• 20% chance of graduating HS one year late

Schools can make the difference!
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Growing numbers of
schools in high poverty
neighborhoods have
beaten the odds and kept
their students on path to
graduation.
© Copyright 2013.The Campbell Collaboration

A Call to Middle Schools
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We must assume that…
• Many 6th graders will need interventions and supports
to stay on track to graduation.

• Without them, these students will likely drop-out when
they get to high school.
• Different students will need different interventions and
supports (root causes).
• Schools must be organized and resourced to address
these diverse needs.

Implementing Indicators for Success
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Form your EWS
groups…

1. Data collection
and identification of
students

5. Modifying school
systems and
structures

4. Monitoring
progress

2. Tiered Supports
and Interventions

3. Matching students
with supports and
interventions

1. Data
collection and
identification
of students
5. Modifying
school
systems and
structures

4. Monitoring
progress

2. Tiered
Supports and
Interventions

3. Matching
students with
supports and
interventions

Student Status Report
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Trend Analysis Reports
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6th Grade: Overall

Whole School Overall
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80
35

On Track
Exemplary

3-Tier System of Supports and Interventions
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Universal/School-wide: impact about 80% of students
– e.g., track attendance daily at the classroom level, respond to
first absence of each student

Targeted: aimed at an estimated 10-15% of students
– e.g., require students to sign an attendance contract

Intensive: reserved for the 5-10% of students who need
small group or one-on-one support
– e.g., assign a case worker to the student

Developing Supports and Interventions
Attendance

Behavior

Language

Mathematics
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FHI Data on 3-Tier Model of Supports and Interventions
Whereas the Hopkins research predicts the 3 tiers of supports and interventions map onto an upright pyramid, the data
in FHI 360 PSO schools suggest the inverse, an inverted pyramid where nearly 50% of students would benefit from Tier
3, Intensive interventions and supports. THIS MEANS WE NEED VERY DIFFERENT TIER 1 AND 2 SUPPORTS!

“ Tier 3” Recovery/Intensive/Individualized Attention
Approximately 50% of students
Text in blue
corresponds to the
Vs. Hopkins 5-15% of students
FHI 360 schools’
reality, in which the Focus on students with chronic poor attendance, poor behavior, failing math and/or ELA,
reading far below grade level
distribution of need
for Tier 1, 2, and 3
interventions maps
onto an inverted
pyramid.

“Tier 2” Intervention/Targeted/Small Group
Approximately 30% of students
Vs. Hopkins 15-20% of students

Focus on students at risk for poor attendance, low-level behavior infractions,
sliding performance in math and ELA

Text in red
corresponds to
Hopkins’ proposed
upright pyramid of
tiered interventions
and supports, in
which only 5-15%
Approximately 20% of students
of students are in
Vs. Hopkins 65-80% of students
need of Tier 3
interventions. Focus on entire student population by recording daily attendance; reviewing student conduct scores and
teacher assigned grades; monitoring all student progress.

“Tier 1” Universal/Preventive

The Need to Reimagine Tier 1 Supports
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• Engaging, differentiated instruction that is
relevant and challenging.

• Focusing on attendance school-wide.
• Addressing the developmental needs and
characteristics of young adolescents.
• Creating a culture of positive behavior and asset
building, where social emotional skills are taught.

The Search Institue’s®
40 Developmental Assets
These building blocks of healthy development help young
people grow up to be healthy, caring, and responsible adults.
These assets are divided into 8 categories, 4 of which represent
external supports and 4 of which represent internal strengths.

External Assets

Internal Assets

•Support
•Empowerment
•Boundaries & Expectations
•Constructive Use of Time

•
•
•
•

Commitment to Learning
Positive Values
Social Competence
Positive Identify

External Assets
• Support
– Family Support
– Positive Family
Communication
– Other Adult Relationships
– Caring Neighborhood
– Caring School Climate
– Parent Involvement in
School

• Empowerment
–
–
–
–

Community Values Youth
Youth as Resources
Service to Others
Safety
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 Boundaries & Expectations

Family Boundaries
 School Boundaries
 Neighborhood Boundaries
 Adult Role Models
 Positive Peer Influences
 High Expectations


 Constructive Use of Time

Creative Activites
 Youth Programs
 Religious Community
 Time at Home


Internal Assets
• Commitment to Learning
–
–
–
–
–

Achievment Motivation
School Engagement
Homework
Bonding to School
Reading for Pleasure

• Positive Values
–
–
–
–
–

Caring
Equality and Social Justice
Integrity
Honesty
Responsibility / Restraint
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 Social Competencies

Planning and Decision
Making
 Interpersonal Competence
 Cultural Competence
 Resistance Skills
 Peacefull Conflict Resolution


 Positive Identity

Personal Power
 Self-Esteem
 Sense of Purpose
 Positive View of Personal
Future


Youth with more developmental assets ….
Engage in more positive
behaviors, have better
academic achievement,
and better attendance
Engage in fewer high-risk
behaviors

Effective Strategies for Reimagining Tier 1
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• Staff professional development

• Small learning communities for students
• Teacher teams meet during the school day
• Intervention periods during the school day
• Policies and procedures build a school-wide culture
• Adult advocates for students

• Social and emotional skills are directly taught

1. Data
collection and
identification
of students
5. Modifying
school
systems and
structures

4. Monitoring
progress

2. Tiered
Supports and
Interventions

3. Matching
students with
supports and
interventions

Matching Students with Supports &
Interventions: Root Causes
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What is a root cause analysis?
When we trace a problem to it’s origins.

The indicators are
behaviors and results we
can see.

But they are the result of underlying
causes that may not be obvious.

In order to help students be successful, we must
provide them with supports and interventions that
address the underlying causes behind why they’ve
fallen off-track.

• Academic
Challenges
• Social Emotional
Challenges
• School Environment
• Outside Factors

Indicators for Success
and EWS Work!
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Image Source:
Edutopia, November 26, 2013.
Credit: Wesley Bedrosian

Incorporate Positive Youth
Development: Building’
strengths and assets

A systematic
framework

Offer high
quality
teaching and
learning

Keep
Students
On-Track to
Graduation

Create a safe,
healthy, & productive
environment.

Impact Study
• Diplomas Now got an i3 validation grant in 2010 to
implement their model in urban secondary schools.
• MDRC and ICF International conducted an independent,
experimental evaluation of the impact.
• 62 secondary schools in 11 school districts participated in
this study between 2011 and 2013.
– 32 schools were randomly assigned to implement the model
– 30 schools were assigned to a control group

http://diplomasnow.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/DiplomasNow-3rd-2016.pdf

Results
• Diplomas Now model  a statistically significant, positive
impact on the percentage of students with no early
warning indicators, suggesting a lower % of students
were off track on the pathway to high school graduation.
• The early impacts of the model (year 2) were stronger for
sixth-graders than for ninth-graders.
• 4 + years of whole- school reform implementation has
been shown to have greater impacts on student
outcomes than those implemented for only 2years.
– JHU has been funded by the USDO to analyze the longer
term effects of this model.

Publication of a
report featuring case
studies of the FHI
360 middle grades
approach to
implementing EWS in
schools.

Indicators for Success Program Impact
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• A shared belief that middle school matters.
• A system for collecting student data, updating student
progress, and tracking changes over time.

• At-risk students are identified.
• Defined supports, interventions, and enrichments.
• Teachers are finding students’ root causes.
• Improved relationships among staff and with students.
• At-risk students are on track to graduation.

Results
Improvements in
– School climate.
– Teacher collaboration and student engagement
– Teacher flexibility, cross-curricular connections, and
opportunities to support students.
– Middle grades students staying “on-track” to high
school graduation.
•
•
•
•

Timeliness and completion of student work.
ELA/mathematics grades and proficiency.
Behavior
Attendance

Case Study: MS 244 in the Bronx
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http://www.pbs.org/video/2257751072/

Lessons Learned
• In the highest needs schools, you must
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– Track student on the Indicators for success
– Focus on schoolwide indicators
– Be strategic with tiered interventions

• Intervening early with supports & interventions….
– Decreases the HS dropout rate
– Has a positive impact on grades, attendance, and
school climate
– Saves kids! The earlier a student first sends a distress
signal, the greater the risk that she will drop out

THANK YOU

Risa Sackman
Director, School Development and Support
FHI 360

rsackman@fhi360.org
Mobile: 908-385-9957
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